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Abstract: We apply the Signature Theorem of Atiyah, Patodi and Singer [2] to disk bundles over 
compact Riemannian manifolds. We show that the signature of a disk bundle can be expressed 
as the integral of a characteristic class over the manifold and a limiting eta invariant of the 
bounding sphere bundle. The characteristic class can be explicitly described and is modelled 
after the Hirzebruch L-class. The limiting process is essential and we show by a counter example 
that in the absence of the limit, the eta invariant is not a topological invariant. If the base manifold 
is Hodge, we obtain an expression for the limiting eta invariant in terms of our characteristic 
class and the bigraded Betti numbers of the base. 
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1. Introduction 
The Signature Theorem of Atiyah, Patodi and Singer [2] has resulted in many in- 
teresting and important applications. The theorem, which was originally proved in [2], 
gave an expression for the signature of a Riemannian manifold with boundary, in terms 
of the integral of the Hirzebruch L form and the eta invariant of the boundary. The 
theorem was proved under the assumption that the manifold in question had a prod- 
uct metric near the boundary. The authors noted that in the general situation one 
would need a correction term involving the second fundamental form. In [lo], Gilkey 
explicitly described and analyzed this boundary correction term and thereby extended 
the theorem to general Riemannian manifolds with boundary. Since then the Signature 
Theorem and the eta invariant have proved to be useful in many areas. For example 
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in [6], Cheeger and Gromov defined a limiting eta invariant for manifolds admitting 
a Riemannian collapse and showed it to be a topological invariant. In [15], Komuro 
calculated the eta invariant for circle bundles over Riemann surfaces and in [16] Witten 
defined the adiabatic limit of the eta invariant and showed that it was related to global 
gravitational anomalies. More recently in [4] and [5], Bismut and Cheeger studied the 
adiabatic limit of the eta invariant and showed its connection with the families index 
theorem. 
One natural class of manifolds to which the general situation of Gilkey [lo] applies, 
are disk bundles. In this paper we show that the signature theorem in that context has 
a particularly pleasing form. We obtain the signature of a disk bundle in terms of the 
integral of a characteristic class on the base manifold and a limiting eta invariant. The 
limiting eta invariant can be interpreted to be a topological obstruction. We first prove 
such a theorem for disk bundles associated to real vector bundles of rank 2 and then 
consider the more general situation. More specifically, we prove the following theorems: 
Theorem 3.4. Let E be a real vector bundle of rank 2, over a compact oriented 
Riemannian manifold of dimension (4k - 2). Let h be a fiber metric on E and V a 
connection on E compatible with h. This data induces a natural Riemannian metric 
on the total space E. The signature of the disk bundle D(E) can then be expressed as 
wow) = J 
M 
L/O, M) - ;io dS@h 
where rl(S,(E)) is the eta invariant of the circle bundle of radius r and Lk(E, M) 
a characteristic polynomial, homogeneous of degree 2k - 1, which can be expressed 
explicitly in terms the coefficients of the Hirzebruch LI, polynomial, the Euler class 
e(E) and the Pontrjagin cZassesp;(M). 
Theorem 3.4 is proved by showing that the secondary characteristic class TLI, on the 
circle bundle S,.(E)- a c ass 1 composed of terms involving powers of r, the curvature 
R” of the connection and its covariant derivative VR-gives a characteristic class on 
M as r approaches 0. If the connection on E is flat then we show that 7(5’,(E)) = 0 
(Theorem 3.3) thereby showing that 7($(E)) d oes not reflect holonomy in E (cf. 
Atiyah-Patodi-Singer [3].) In the case of a general Riemannian connection on E, we 
show that in the absence of a limit, 7($(E)) can be expanded in powers of r. In the 
final part of Section 3 we give a counterexample to show that in general, the r2 term 
in this expansion will not be described by topological data alone. 
In Section 4, we prove a signature theorem for disk bundles associated to arbitrary 
holomorphic vector bundles over complex manifolds: 
Theorem 4.4. Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle over a compact complex manifold 
M. Let the complex dimension of the total space E be even. Then 
sgn D(E) = 
/ M 
L(E,M) t ~~oy(%-(E)) t sgnM, 
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where i(E, M) is a characteristic polynomial explicitly described in terms of c;(E) and 
ci(TM) and where the usual metric on the unit sphere bundle S(E) is deformed to a 
Uprojectivized metric” on S,(E) as r + 0. 
To prove the theorem one introduces the canonical line bundle L over the projective 
bundle P(E) and relates the signature of the disk bundle D(L) to that of the disk bundle 
D(E). One then applies Theorem 3.4 to L and uses a Leray-Hirsch decomposition in 
order to obtain a characteristic class on M. By “projectivized metric” one means the 
metric induced on S,(E) by identifying it with S7( L). In fact, if ds’2 is this projectivized 
metric on S,(E), then ds’2 = ds2 + (1 - r2)1r*(w), where ds2 is the usual metric on 
S,(E) and n*(w) is the pull-back of the Fubini-Study metric on P(E). This is discussed 
in more detail in Section 4. 
As mentioned above, the limiting eta invariant is a topological obstruction. This can 
be seen as follows: there is a natural symmetric bilinear form, 
eE : P-2(M) x P-2(M) - c, 
defined by: 
OE(a, b) Z a u b u e(E)[M], 
where e E H2(M) is the Euler class of E and [M] is the fundamental homology class 
of M. The Thorn isomorphism theorem implies that sgn D(E) = signature of 0~. In 
the light of the Hirzebruch signature theorem for 41c dimensional manifolds, one can 
pose the following question: Can the signature of the disk bundle D(E) be expressed 
as the evaluation of a characteristic class on M? Since 0~ is not multiplicative under 
finite covers, there is an obstruction to expressing the signature of 0~ as the evaluation 
of a characteristic class. The above theorem shows the limiting eta invariant is exactly 
this obstruction. 
Finally consider the case of a positive line bundle E over an odd dimensional Hodge 
manifold M2n+1 (i.e. cl(E) = [ SW , w ] h ere s is a positive integer and w is the associated 
(1,1) form of the Kahler metric). Let H?‘+rM be the bigraded (complex) cohomology 
of M, and let hP,q = dim Hp+r(M), be the bigraded Betti numbers. In this setup we 
prove: 
Theorem 5.1. The limit of the eta invariant of ST(E) as the radius r goes to zero is 
given by 




The proof uses the Lefschetz decomposition theorem [ll] in conjunction with Theo- 
rem 3.4 to get an expression for the signature of D(E) in terms of the bigraded Betti 
numbers of M. 
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1.1. Background 
We now recall 
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a few definitions. Let (X,g) be a compact, oriented (4k - 1) dimen- 
sional Riemannian manifold. Consider the operator A defined on @ii, R2p-l(M), the 
differential forms of odd degree, by 
A, = (-l)k+"(*d+ de), 
where * is the star operator defined by the metric g. Since A is self-adjoint and A2 = A 
(the Hodge Laplacian), it is diagonalizable with real eigenvalues X,. 
Definition 1.1 (Atiyah, Patodi and Singer [2]). Let 
q(s) = c sign, 
X,#O IX,’ 
where s E C. It can be shown that q(s) converges absolutely for real s large and extends 
to a meromorphic function on the whole s-plane which has a finite value at s = 0. This 
finite value, denoted by q(X), is the eta invariant of (X,g). 
Assume that (X,g) b ounds a 4k dimensional Riemannian manifold (Y,a) in such a 
way that 3 = g x ds2 in a collar neighborhood of the boundary. Let fi(Y,IW) be the 
image of the restriction map i* : H2k(Y,X,TW) + H2”(Y,Iw). Recall that the signature 
of Y is defined to be the signature of the quadratic form 8 : fi2”(Y, a) x fi2k(Y, Iw) - Iw 
defined by 8(i*z, ;*y) = 5 u y[p] where p E &(Y,X, Iw), is the fundamental homology 
class. In the above setup, Atiyah, Patodi and Singer [2] showed that: 
Theorem 1.2. sgn(Y) = & Lk(p) - q(X), where sgn(Y) is the signature of Y as 
defined above, Lk the Hirzebruch L-polynomial and p the Pontrjagin form defined by 
the Riemannian metric 3. 
Finally consider the general case in which the metric 3 on Y is no longer a product 
near the boundary X. Let N = X x [0, 11. Extend 3 smoothly to a metric gr on Y UN 
in such a way that gr is a product near X x 1. Let gu be the product metric on N. In 
[lo] Gilkey showed that the signature of Y is given by: 
Theorem 1.3. 
sgn(Y) = Jy b(B)+ JxTLk(90y91) -77(X), 
where the boundary correction term TLk is the secondary characteristic Lk-class cor- 
responding to the Levi-Civita connections of go and 91 respectively. 
We now briefly describe this boundary correction term for the case when Y is the 
disk bundle D(E). Let E be a real vector bundle over a Riemannian manifold (M,g) 
such that the total space E has dimension 4k. Let h be a fiber metric on E and V a 
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connection on E compatible with h. This data induces a natural Riemannian metric # 
on the total space E, given by 
ij = h + ?r*(g). 
Next consider two concentric disk bundles D,(E) and D,(E) where p < T. Let gu(p, r) 
be the product metric on the annulus N = S,(E) x [p,~]. In other words, ge(p, r) = 
(~IS,(E))xds2. A b f s e ore, extend the metric i on D,(E) to a metric gr(P, r) on D,(E), 
in such a way that gr(p, r) = ge(p, r) near S,(E). Let VT be the Levi-Civita connection 
for the product metric gu = (ijS,.(E)) x ds2, on D,(E) - (0) and let /3(r) be the 
corresponding connection form. Let VP be the Levi-Civita connection of ijIll, and 
a(p) the corresponding connection form. It is easy to see that 




TLkbO,!h) - &WW 
WE) sr @I 
(4) 
Here TLk(gO,gl) = 5% _I; Lk(e, f-h, * * * , Rt)dt, where 0 = P(r)-+) and Rt = !&(p,r) is 
the curvature of the connection (1 - t)VT + tVP. But the left hand side is independent of 
P and .fq,(,qLk(gl) + 0 as p + 0; also as we shall see later in the proof of Theorem 3.4, 
TLk(ge,gr) does not contain any dp terms. Hence we can write 
%nuw)) = J,,,) p40 lim TLk(g07d - v(ST(E))s (5) 
This approach was used by Komuro [15] to calculate the q-invariant of S’ bundles 
over Riemann surfaces. See also related results of Cheeger, Gromov and Yang [6,7,8 
and 171. 
2. Curvature calculations for the disk bundle 
Let {sr ,$2) be a local orthonormal frame for E over U c M. This defines a global 
coordinate system (~1, ~2) on each fiber and also a polar coordinate system, (T, 0). Let 
{f;}, i = 3,. . . ) 4k be a local orthonormal frame in TM and {e;} its horizontal lift to 
TE. This data makes {a/&, l/r a/&9, es,. . . , e&} an orthonormal frame in TE with 
respect to the metric 3. 
Let r& be the Christoffel symbols of the connection V : I’(E) - I’(T*M cg E) 
defined by 
The dual basis for {a/&, l/r d/i%,e3,. . . ,Q} is {dr,rz,es,. . .eik}, where ej* = 
7r*<j;>, j = 3,. . . ) 4k and z = df? - xf!f, yi2 , l et. Similarly the dual basis for the frame -- 
{a/&, a/d?& es,. . . , e&} is {dq, du2 e* 
- 
, 3,. . .) e&}, where du, = du, t CA,; y%Te’xef&. 
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Let & = (2) be the connection form of the Levi-Civita connection of (M,g) and 
fi, the corresponding Riemannian curvature. Let R be the curvature tensor of the 
connection V and R apj/( 1 < a, /3 ,< 2,3 ,< j, 1 ,< 4k) the components of its contraction 
with respect to d/&r, a/&z and { f3, . . . , fdk}. In other words R,pjl = C, R;k_hory, 
where h is the fiber metric on E. The curvature a-form of V is thus: S$ = Cj,l, Rlzjlfj+A 
f:. 
Theorem 2.1. The components of the connection form a(p) of the Riemannian con- 
nection VP on D,(E), evaluated with respect to the frame {a/ap, l/p a/86, es,. . . , IL?&}, 
are given by: 
(Y(p)‘e = 3, (6) 
Q(P); = 07 (7) 
CY(P)i =K*(Si) - $p2R,2jkG* (9) 
Proof. Let v : TE + r*(E) be the projection onto the vertical bundle and P : r*(E) + 
E be the isomorphism along K. Recall that for orthonormal frames f; E I’(TM) and 
sr,sz E I’(E), the connection V on E can be characterized by: 
(10) 
where e; is the horizontal lift of f;, {ucy} the (global) coordinate system on the fiber 
induced by the orthonormal sections {s,} and [ ., e] is the usual Lie bracket of vector 
fields. Similarly the curvature tensor R of V can be characterized by: 
R(fi, fj>scy = P(v([e;,ejl)s,. 
By definition, 
(11) 
We now apply equation (10) b a ove and the Riemannian identity: 
(12) 
23(X, V$Y) = Z#(X, Y) + 3r( 2, [X, q + Q(X, 2) + $(Y LX, .q> 
+ -WY, z> - KK K a, 
(13) 
to (12) and immediately see that: o(p); = 0. Th e remainder of the theorem is proved 
in a similar fashion. 0 
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Theorem 2.2. Let ,0(r) be the Levi-Civita connection form of the product metric go 
on I&(E) - (0). The components of /3( ) T evaluated with respect to {a/&, l/rd/dB, 
es,. . . , e4k} are given by: 
p(T);, = 0, (14) 
p(T); = 0, (15) 
P(T): = a 5 TRnjkef, 
i=3 
(16) 
P(T): = ~‘(6;) - iT2R12jkdB. (17) 
Proof. The theorem is obvious from Theorem 2.1. 0 
If Vt = tV, + (1 - t)V’, then (its connection form) wt(p, T) = h(p) + (1 - t)p(T). 
Substituting the values of a(p) and P(T) from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 now proves: 
Lemma 2.3. 
Wt(p,T); = -&ii& 
Wt(p, T); = 0, 





Wt(py T); = r*(Si) - $(tp2 + (1 - t)T2)R12jkZ. (21) 
Finally we calculate the curvature Rt of the connection Vt on the tangent bundle of 
D,(E). As before, Q is the curvature of the connection V on E. 
Theorem 2.4. The components off& are: 
&(p,T)‘e = -tii = h*(n), 




%(p, 7’): = $(tp + (1 - t)T) &dRlzjie; + Rlzj;dez) 
i=3 
- &r*(&,X) - &(tp2 + (1 - t)T2)R12kj%] 
i=3 
A $(tp t (l- t)T)(F R,,kief). 
i=3 
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And, 
f&(/l, r)j, = -gtp2 t (1 - t)r2)(vR),,$z 
t 7r*(nj,) t f(tp2 t (1- t)?)Rr2#r*(s2) 
t $(tp t (1 - t)r)2 C R12ksR12j$,* A 4. 
s,t 
(25) 
Proof. We prove (24). The rest of the theorem either follows from the definitions or 
can be proved similarly. Let (VR)r2k[;A be the components of VR and let (VR)12kl = 
CJW12k4. A routine calculation shows that 
d(R& = x(R 12k@!: + &zktG!f) t (VR)m (26) 
t 
where & as before, is the Levi-Civita connection form on M and de; = C ef A ~‘(6;). 
We can thus write 
&(p, r)! = i(tp t (1 - t)r) &VR)rzjief 
i=3 (27) 
+ $(tp + (1 - t)r)(tp2 + (1 - t)r2) C Rl2kjR1ZkiZ A et. 
i,k 
We now substitute (26) in (27) to prove our result. Cl 
3. The limiting v invariant for rank 2 bundles 
3.1. 77 invariant for sphere bundles of flat bundles 
We first examine the special case of a bundle T : E -+ it4 with connection 
which RV = 0. From Theorem 2.4 we have 
V for 
Rt(p, r); = SZt(p, r); = Rt(p, T)j” = 0 and Rt(p, r); = =*(fii), (28) 
where, as before, fi is the Riemannian curvature of M. Let w = lim,,u(p(r) - o(p)). 
For the flat bundle, the components of w are 
w;=Xo and wj’ = wi = wi = 0. (29) 
Let Rt = lim,,e Rt(p,r). Our correction term is expressed as 
/ 
bm TLk(h T, 
S(E) p-” 
= J,,,,sl’ 
Lk(P(T) - CdP), %(A r), . . . , fh(wW (30) 
= 
J 
Ak(w, fit,. * *, at). 
S(E) 
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The last step follows because C& is independent of t. The ~irzebruch L class Lk is 
homogeneous of degree 2t in the Pontrj~in ClaSSeS pj. For x ki = 2k, let pkl$& . a .p& 
be a typic4 term in .&. we claim that for our special case: 
Proof. The polarization P(A1,. . . , Ak) of an invariant polynomial P, of degree 2k 
is defined to be the coe&Seut of ($1 ., . bk)(k!) in the expansion of P(CF__r @Ai), Let 
-4 = w and AZ = A3 = . . . = &k = 0,. If B = x’ +r tdAi9 then a typical term in pi(B) 
will be of the form: Blz A &I A * A.. . or 1 A 1 A Bjk A.. . where j, k 2 3. Either way, 
~k~P~...~k~(Al,.*., Ask) = 0 and therefore _&k(&?, fit,. . . , fit) = 0. I3 
We now recall a result that gives another definition of sgnD(E) (see for example, 
Hirzebruch-Zagier [133 and Hirzebruch IlZ]), 
Lemma 3.2. rfEn - Mm is a rank n bundle over M such that m and n are even 
and m + n = 4k then sgnD(E) 7 sgn(M,e), eo heTe sgn(M,e) is the s~gnut~~ of the 
f OFT?2 
e:~~~~-~)~~,~~ x ~~(~-~)~~,~~-~ 
For a flat bundle I?, sgn(D(E)) = 0. Therefore q{.%(E)) = -sgn(D(E)) = 0. This 
proves: 
3.2. Proqf of Theorem 3.4 
TI~eorem 3.4. Let E be a real uector bundle of rank 2, over a compact otiented 
Riemannian manifold of dimension (4k - 2). Let h be a fiber metric on E and V a 
connection on E ~ornp~t~b~e with h. This data induces o. natural R~e~u~n~~~ metric 
on the tot&l space E. The signattire of the disk bundle D(E) can then be expressed as 
where ~(SrtE~~ is the eta invariant of the circle bundle of radius r and &k(E, M) 
a characteristic po~~norn~~~~ orn~e~eo~s of degree 2k - 1, whk% can be ezpresseclr 
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explicitly in terms the coefficients of the Hirzebruch Lk polynomial, the Euler class 
e(E) and the Pontrjagin classes p;(M). 
Proof. If we let the radius of the sphere bundle S,(E) approach zero, we get 
?i_moME)) = J 
S(E) 
l&$i~e TLk(/‘, d) - sgn W?. 
This is because the above integral does not have any dr terms. Let 
Then: 
(fit& = tn*(fi), 
(fit); = 0, 
(n,>,e = 0, 
(&)j, = 7rynj,,, 






Note that if 
where 
is a 2 x 2 matrix and if pr is the rth Pontrjagin polynomial, then p,(A) = B12 A B21 A 
(P,-l(C)) t pr(C>. Th e matrices w and wt have the same form as A. Thus when we 
evaluate the polarization p7(w, at,. . . , fit), we notice that w cannot occur in pi(C), 
because wjk = 0 for j, k 2 3. An easy calculation shows that 
Pr(4h,...,fh) = ytz A 7ryn A p,_$l!f)). 
For c ki = 2k, let Ckl,...,k,pk,pk, . . .pk, be a typid h?rIII of the Lk polynomial. Let, 
J 
1 
TLI, = ;~o(;~oTLk(p,T)) = 2k Lk(w, fb, . . . , fb). 
0 
In the evaluation of the polarization pkl . . .pl,,(u, f&, . . . , fit), w takes turnsat lying in 
each pki. Suppose that w lies in pk,, then the term in pkl . . .pk,(w, Rt, . . .S&) containing 
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w is 
l [2t7r*(O)M-n*P))A n*(-Pk,-l(M))+B*(Pkl(M)) 
2k(2r)2 
. . . 2z A (-t7r*q A (-n*(p&l(M))) 
. . .2t7r*(fi) A t(-n*(Q)) A n*(-p/&M)) t n*(pk,(M))] 
= &X’(2t24E)2 u~k~--dMN + pkl 
. . .i%An*(2te(E)Upks_1(M)) . ..n*(2t2e(E)2Upk,-~(M) tpk,(M)). 
Let, 
j&(t) = 2t2e(E)2 UPki-l(“) +Pk;(W, 
qk, = 2te(E) uPk,--I(M) 
and 




It is easy to see that TLk = (z/2r)z*(Lk(E,M,t)). Since Z = (d8 - C;rj!2et), we 
can replace it by dll. The correction term then equals, 
Finally letting Lk(E, M) = Jl Lk(E, M, t)dt, gives us the statement of Theorem 3.4. Cl 
Explicit description of Lk(E, M). Recall that {L&r,. . . ,pk)} is the multiplicative 
sequence of polynomials corresponding to the power series: &/ tanh& = 1 t it - 
&t2 + . . . + (-l)k-‘22ki?ktk/(2k)!, where i?fk is the *kth Bernoulli number. Hence, 
Lkh-* ,Pk) = c Ckl,...,k,pk$k2 . . .Pk,. (36) 
kl+...+k,=k 
Next let &(t) = 2t2e(E)2 Upki_l(M) t pk,(M) and qk, = 2te(E) Upk,_l(M). Using 
the coefficients ckl ,...,k, from (36) define: 




Finally the characteristic class of Theorem 3.4 is defined by 
J 
1 
LdE,M)= Lk(E, M, t)dt. 
0 (38) 
Computation of L,(E,M) for k = 1,2,3. When k equals 1, E is a rank 2 
vector bundle over a 2-dimensional manifold M. The Hirzebruch class L1 = $pl. 
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This implies that Lr(E, M, t) = $te( E) and thus Li(E,M) = he(E). For k = 2, 
M is a 6 dimensional manifold. The Hirzebruch class L2 = -&(7p2 - pf). Conse- 
quently La(E,M,t) = $$te(E) upI - &(2t2e(E)2 •t pr(M)) U te(E). Integrating 
we get: &(E,M) = be(E) Upr(M) - &(e(E)3. Finally for k = 3, dim(M) is 10 and 
LJ = &(62p3 - 13~2~1 + 2~:). Hence 
L3(E,M,t) = &(WE) Up2(J4)) 
- &(2f2eW2 upl(W t p2(M>> u ate(E) 
t 2t4E)zh(W(2t2e(E)2 t PI(M))] 
t &(2t2e(E)2 t pl(M))22te(E). 
Finally integrating this expression we get: L3(E, M) = &e(E)5 - &e(E)3 upI + 
&e(E) up2W) - &e(E) UPI(M)~. 
Remark. Theorem 3.4 shows that limr_+n q( S,( E)) can be expressed in terms of topo- 
logical data. In general 7(,9,(E)) can be written down as a polynomial in T whose 
coefficients, however, cannot be determined by topological data alone. We give a coun- 
terexample in the next section. 
Remark. If E is a complex line bundle over a (2k - 1) dimensional complex manifold, 
then Theorem 3.4 has an obvious reformulation. The Euler class e(E) is replaced by 
the Chern class cr (E) and the Pontrjagin class p;(E) is replaced by the Chern class 
(-l)“c2;(T’M), where T’M is th e h 1 o omorphic tangent bundle of M. 
3.3. Counterexample 
We now give a counterexample to show that 7(,!&(E)) is, in general, not topological. 
Let M be the a-torus and N a 4-manifold with Pontrjagin number pi(N) # 0. Let F = 
TM and let V be a connection on F with non-zero curvature. Let ~1 : M x N - M, 
E = n;(F) and V = T;(V). S ince E is trivial, Vs = sV defines a family of connections 
on E. As before, each connection OS defines a Riemannian metric on the 8-dimensional 
manifold D(E). A s in Proposition 2.3, we write down the components of the curvature 
form (R”)t and of the globally defined l-form ws = ps(r) - o”(p). The boundary 
correction term corresponding to the connection Vs will then be given by 
TL; = 
J 
01 &(7Pz - Pf)(W”, (Q’)t, (nS),, (Q’)+t. (39) 
We now show that d/ds(r2 term of JstE) TL;)I,=o # 0. There are only two terms in 
the polynomial JstE) TL;, that can make a non-zero contribution to the above deriva- 
tive. These terms have, up to constants, the following form: 
(1) n’(~j,)n*(~~)~~2(VR)~2~~~~ and this = 0, 
(2) ,*(~~)~*(h~)~*(~~)~~2R~2~~~, 
where, as before, fi is the Riemannian curvature of M x N and Rrzst the component of 
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the curvature tensor RV of V. Let R be the curvature form of RV and let {fa,fd} be 
an orthonormal frame for M. Then the ~~ term becomes (up to non-zero constants) 
J 
Rr234n*(S2$) A pl( M4)dB = (40) 
SW J 
MxN R1234e(M2) API( 
Let R = R1234. !hCe R iS ready n;(R) where 7rr : M x N - M, we can write the 
above integral as 
J R . e(M2) . LPI(N) = /MR2dvo+(N) # 0. (41) M 
This shows that the ~~ term in the expansion of n(S,(E)) cannot be specified by 
topological data. 
3.4. An illustration 
We now illustrate Theorem 3.4 by working it out for the Hopf bundle (canonical line 
bundle) 7 over CP. 
(1) for n = 1 the characteristic class Lr(E, M) = $21(r). Let 7* be the dual bundle 
and x = cr(y*). Theorem 3.4 implies that 
sgnP(7)) = -3 LPI x - ~n9Sr(7)). (42) 
But sgn(D(7)) = sgn(@P*) = 0. Hence we see that lim,,eq(S,(y)) = -3. 
(2) for n = 3, the complex version of Theorem 3.4 says: 
s&D(7)) = / (-be,(r) A C2(CP3) - &(7)3) - !i_m$S(YN* (43) 
CP3 
The total Chern class c(CP”) = (1 + x)~+~ and hence cj(CP”) = (“f’)xj. Also, as 
before, sgn D(7) = - sgn CR3 = 0. Substituting in Theorem 3.4 we get 
r@e rl(ST(7)) = -$& (44) 
(3) finally for n = 5, the characteristic polynomial La(E,@P5) = &(8~r(y)~ 
t14C~(7)3Ac2(@~5)+49c~(7)Ac~(@~5)-~c~(7)(c~(~~5))2) and thus scp5 La(E, M) = 
-#f. Thus, as in the previous case, lim,,eq(S,(y)) = -g. 
4. Signature theorem for higher rank disk bundles 
4.1. A Leray-Hirsch decomposition 
We now generalize Theorem 3.4 to higher rank disk bundles. Let E be a holomorphic 
vector bundle of rank T over a complex manifold of dimension n, such that n •t T is 
even. The disk bundle D(E) has real dimension 4k. Let P(E) be the projective bundle 
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of E and L - P(E) the canonical (complex) line bundle over the projective bundle. 
Since P(E) has real dimension 4k - 2, we can apply Theorem 3.4 to the pair (L, P(E)) 
and get 
sgn D(L) = J J’(E) Lk(‘%P(E)) - ~~o’I(s~(L))~ (45) 
where D(L) is the disk bundle of L; where Lk(L, P(E)) is a characteristic polynomial 
in H*(P(E)) composed of cl(L) and ci(TP(E)) an w d h ere S,(L) is the sphere bundle 
of L. Clearly S,(L) is i dff eomorphic to Z&(E), but as we shall see later, S,(L) is not 
isometric to S,.(E). 
We know that the cohomology H*(P(E)) can be written down in terms of the 
Leray-Hirsch decomposition, as 
H*(P(E)) = H*(M)[s]/P + cl(E)zn+’ + ..a+ en(E), (46) 
where z = q(L*). We will now derive an expression for c;(TP(E)) in terms of the 
above decomposition: Let p : P(E) - A4 be the projection map and let p*(E) be 
the pull-back of E over P(E). Define th e universal bundle Q by the tautological exact 
sequence 
O--+L---+p*(E)--+Q--+0. (47) 
The tangent bundle T(P( E)) N T(M) $ V(P(E)), where V(P( E)) is the vertical 
tangent bundle of P(E). A tangent vector to a fiber P(E,) at the line I can be regarded 
as infinitesimal motion of the line I and corresponds to a linear map from 1 to the 
quotient space E,/l. Hence TlP(E,) = Hom(Z, E,/l) N Hom(L, Q)r. This implies that 
the vertical bundle V(P(E)) = Hom(L, Q) E Q @ L*. Tensoring the tautological exact 
sequence by L* we get 
O-@-+L*@~*(E)-+L*@IQ---+O. (48) 
The total Chern class is given by c(TP(E)) = c(TM).c(VP(E)) = c(TM).c(L*@Q) = 
c(TM) . c(L* 8 p*(E)). If z = q(L*) th en, by the splitting principle, we can write 
c(L* 8 p*(E)) = &p*(E))(l+ z)+ = &*(q(E))(l+ z)‘-f 
i=o i=o 
This proves: 
Lemma 4.1. The total Chern class c(TP(E)) is given by 
c(TP(E)) = c(TA4). &*(q(E))(l + z)‘-~. 
i=o 
(49) 
Thus we see that we can write the characteristic polynomial Lk(L,P(E)) in terms 
of the Leray-Hirsch decomposition. 
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4.2. Riemannian metric on the sphere bundle S,(L) 
We now tackle the problem of describing the Riemannian metric on the sphere bundle 
S,(L) where L is the canonical line bundle over P(E). We first study the following 
example: 
Example. To simplify our calculation we first examine the Hopf bundle y over CP”. 
Let Ue = {[zu, . ..,z~]]z~ # 0) c Cl’“. Then i = (~r/zu , . . . , Z,/ZO) gives a coordinate 
system on Ue. On Ue, we define a local holomorphic section S, by s(zr,. . . ,z,) = 
zn), for z = (zr zn). If h is our fiber metric on the Hopf bundle induced 
fy”&;;;‘then h(x(z),z(ij;‘L s(z)~s(z) = 1 + 1~1~. We also have a map @ : rlt!IJo + 
Cn+l defined by @ : (u, ~1,. . . , zn) + (u, uzl , . . . ,uzn). @ induces a biholomorphic 
map 9 : (r[U,) - {zero section} - P-l - (0). The Hermitian metric induced on 
y - {zero section} is 
(50) 
= (1 + Iz12)dudii + c z$dudq + c uzidzidti + c (u12dzidZ;. 
i i i 
We next study the Hermitian metric on the total space y defined by the unique 
Hermitian connection on y. Let Ti be defined by: V 
lift a@Y& of d/azi is given by 
apzid/du = I’~~/&L The horizontal 
(51) 
Let Z = du + xi I’iudzi. Then {dzi, &} is the dual basis of {a/az;, a/&~} over C. Let 
3 be the Hermitian metric on T(y) defined by the connection V. If j is the Fubini- 
Study metric on @P then 
ij = h + r*(j) 
gives the decomposition of 3 into its vertical and horizontal components. In other words 
5 can represented by 
dS”=B(~,~)~~tC~(~,~)dz,df, 
= (1 + (z12)&Z + iijdzid2j (52) 
= (1 + lz12)(du t Cl’;udz;) (dut CT’itidZi) + Cijijdzid2j. 
i i i,j 
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The connection form of V is 0 = h-l(&), where h = h(s,s) = 1 + 1~1~. Thus 
and consequently 
FiZzi. 
1 t ItI 
Recall that the Fubini-Study metric is defined by 
Substituting the above values of g;j and I’i in (49) we see that 
dsf2 = ds2 + (hJu12 - 1) (C ~d”d~j - ~ ~) 
i,j (54) 
=. ds2 - (hlu12 - l)G, 
where 3 = K*(G) is the pull-back of the Fubini-Study metric. 
On a sphere bundle Sr(7) of radius T, hlu12 = r2. So the two metrics are related by 
ds’2 = ds2 - (r” - 1)x*(j). (55) 
This ends our example. Cl 
For the canonical line bundle L --+ P(E) we do the same calculation, except that 
now we parameterize by the base manifold (M,ij). If h is the fiber metric on E, then 
ds2 = h + x*(g). Thus proceeding in the same fashion as above it is easy to prove the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 4.2. Let v E (S,(L)), where S,(L) is the sphere bundle of radius T associated 
to the canonical line bund2e over P(E) and 1 E P(E),, = P(E,). Let ds’z denote 
the metric on ST(L) induced by the canonical holomorphic connection on L, let dsz 
denote the metric on S,(E) induced by the connection V on E and let ijt denote the 
Fubini-Study metric on P(E,). Th en on T,(S,(L)), the three metrics are related by 
ds’; = ds; - (r2 - l)n*(&). (56) 
4.3. The signature of D(E) 
We now relate the signature of the disk bundle D(L) to the signature of D(E). First 
of all it is easy to see that: P(E @ 1) = D(L) u D(E). Over M, we have a fibration: 
CPr -d’(Ec~l)- M. r~(kf) acts trivially on the cohomology H*(CP, C) of the 
fiber. This is because U(r) acts linearly on the fiber CP’ and the XI(M) action is 
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through the map RI(M) - ?T~(BU(T)) - ~e(U(r)) = e. Hence by a result of Chern, 
Hirzebruch and Serre [9] we have 
sgn P(E @ 1) = sgn(M) . sgn((CP’) = sgn M, 
since sgn(M) is zero when T is odd. On the other hand sgnP(E @ 1) = sgn D(L) + 
sgn D(E). This proves: 
Lemma 4.3. 
sgn D(L) = - sgn D(E) + sgn M. (57) 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 4.4: 
Theorem 4.4. Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle over a compact complex manifold 
M. Let the complex dimension of the total space E be even. Then 
sgn D(E) = 
J 
L(E,M) t ;zov(S,(E)) + SgnM, (2) 
M 
where L(E, M) is a characteristic polynomial explicitly described in terms of c;( E) and 
ci(TM) and where the usual metric on the unit sphere bundle S(E) is deformed to a 
“projectivized metric” on S,(E) as r + 0. 
Proof. The formula above is just a translation of formula (42) of 4.1, using Lemmas 
4.1,4.2 and 4.3. By ‘deforming to a “projectivized” metric’ we mean the following: we 
know that the two metrics ds2 and ds’2 coincide on the unit sphere bundle &(L) = 
S(E). We thus start with the usual metric ds2 on S(E) and deform it along ds’2 = 
ds2 + (1 - r2)rr*(j) as r approaches 0. Here 3 is the Fubini-Study metric on’P(E). Cl 
We illustrate Theorem 4.4 by looking at three examples: 
(1) Rank 2 holomorphic bundles over complex surfaces. Let E be a (complex) rank 2 
holomorphic bundle over a complex surface M. The projective bundle P(E) has complex 
dimension 3. If L is the usual canonical line bundle over P(E), then by Theorem 3.4. 
Lz(L,P(E)) = -$c~(L)Ac~(TP(E))-&c~(L)~. By the splitting formula [49], the total 
Chern class c(TP(E)) is given by: 




c2(TP(E)) = q(E)x + Q(E) + 2c1(M)x t cl(M)@) t z2 t CdM)~ (59) 
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Theorem 4.4 then tells us: 
sgn D(E) = 
J 
&-gcr(L)A (C2p)-cl(qcl(q- wM)cl(q 
+ cl(M)@)tC1(q2 tcz(M)) - &c1(Q31 (60) 
The above integral is over P(E) which itself is a fiber bundle over M. cl(E) is an 
element of compactly supported vertical cohomology and so we integrate along the 
fiber. If K* is integration along the fiber, then ?r*(cr(L*)“) = 1, where s is the dimension 
of the fiber. Hence we get: 
sgnD(E) = - 
J 
b[cz(E) + c&t4)c1(E) t cz(W1 t my)* (61) 
M 
It should be emphasized that lim r-,u q(S,.(E)) is the projective limit (as explained in 
the proof of Theorem 4.4) and not the usual limit. This explains why the characteristic 
class here looks simpler than in the case of a line bundle. 
(2) Rank 2 b un dl es over complex 4-manifolds. For our second example let A : E2 - 
M4 be a complex rank two holomorphic bundle over a four dimensional complex mani- 
fold. As before let L be the canonical line bundle over the (real) 10 dimensional manifold 
>tc2(M 
P(E). Theorem 3.4 gives us the characteristic class 
Ls(L,P(E))= &cl(Q5t &&1(L)"c2(W)) 
t &cl(L)c4(P(E))- &c~(L)(c~(~'(E))~. 
If x = q(L*), th en the Leray-Hirsch decomposition gives 
c2(P(E))= x2 +-q(E)+ cz(E)t2c~(M)xtcl(M)cl(E 
and 
c4(P(E)) = c2(M)x2 t cz(M)xqE) t cz(M)cs(E) 
•c~(M)[~~+c~~E)I+c~(M). 
Finally, integrating along the fiber gives 
sgnD(E) = 
J 
M[g{cz(M)cz(E) t c~(M)cI(E) + ~4(M)1 
t ~{c~(M)~c~(E)"+(c~(E)+c~(M))~ 





(3) Rank 5 b un dl es over Riemann surfaces. For our final example we look at a 
(complex) rank 5 holomorphic bundle, E, over a Riemann surface M. If X* is integration 
along the fiber, then: A* = 1, where z = cl(L*). By Leray-Hirsch: 
c2(P(E)) = Q(E) t 4xc1(E) t 10x2 t cr(M)c@) + cr(M)5z (66) 
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and 
c*(P(E)) = Cd(E) + C&Y)22 t c2(E)322 t @)4x3 t 5s4 
t ~1(~){~3(~)+4~)32+~1(~)6~~+ 10x3}. 
(67) 
Note that for a Riemann surface M, sgn A4 = 0. Hence integration along the fiber gives 
sgnD(E)= -& /M[308el(E)t ~~OC~(M)]+~~~~(S,(E)). (68) 
5. Proof of Theorem 5.1 
In this section we give the proof of Theorem 5.1. Let M2n+1 be an odd dimensional 
Hodge manifold. Let Hn*q(M) be the bigraded (complex) cohomology of M and hpyq = 
dim EW. Let E be a positive holomorphic line bundle over M. Since E is positive and 
A4 Hodge, M embeds in complex projective space and a sufficiently high power of E 
is the restriction of the tautological line bundle. In other words: cl(E) = [SW], where s 
is a positive integer and w is the associated (1,1) form of the Kahler metric. 
Theorem 5 .l. The limit of the eta invariant of ST(E) as the radius T goes to zero is 
given by 
pi0 dSr(E)) = - 
J 




Proof. Consider the bilinear form 
Q : H2”(M) x H2”(M) + CL 
defined by Q([, 7) = slM[ A~AW. S ince w is a real (1,1) form, Q defines a real bilinear 
form Q on H2n(M,IW). By Lemma 3.2, the signature of the disk bundle D(E) is equal 
to the signature of Q. (Note that we have assumed that cl(E) = [kw].) Let L and A be 
the usual operators associated to a Klhler manifold. Let the primitive cohomology of 
A4 be defined by P”(M) = Ker An H”(M) and let PPFq = Ker An HP,Q(M). By the 
Lefschetz decomposition theorem (see [ll], for example), we know that 
HZ”(M) = @ Lkp+-k)(J4) = $ L”-(P+wPP’Q(M). 
P;;+GJ&' 
\ 
The Hodge-Riemann bilinear relations imply that for p + q f O(2), 
~P-q)(_l)(P+q)(Ptq-l)/2Q > 0 
on the real vector space (PPvq@ PqlP) n Hp+q(M, R). Since Q(L[, Lq) = Q(f, q), we can 
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write 
By Lefschetz decomposition and the fact that Lk is an isomorphism we see that 
hP*P+j = CT=‘=, dim Pivi+j. We now split the sum in (3) above, along the vertical lines 
of the Hodge diamond (see [3]) f ram the 0 level to the 2n level and write 
P p-1 
dim piti+j = (_l)PhP#+j + 2 x(-l)‘hi&+je 
i=o 
Thus, 
sgn(D(E)) = c (-l)phplQ + 2 c (-l)J’hplQ. 
p+q=2n P+:=p 
Recall that the * operator gives symmetry about the center of the Hodge diamond i.e. 
hP,q = h2n+1-p~2n+1-q. Hence we can write: 
sgn(D(E)) = c (-l)PhPTq. 
P+z;=y$ 
n 
Combining this last result with (1) finishes the proof of the theorem. q 
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